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KHABILITATION AND REINTEGRATION KOR CHLD IN CONFLICT WITH LAW IN 
THE STATE OF DELHI - 4 SOCIO-L.EGAL ANALYSIS 

Dr. Manvendra Singh, Ms. Shovonita Acharjee 
Abstract: 
ntS Widely acknowledged that children are the wcalth of any nation and, as such, require speCial 

e and proteetion at all tines in order to provide them with oppotunities for holistic development. 
Those children who are abandoned in society., on the other hand., become casy prey in the viC1ous 
Cincie ot erime, and are commonly referred to as "children in contlict with the law." Untortunateiy, 

ur cuTN legal framework prioritizes the concerms of impoverished children while ignoring 
adoleseents who are in confrontation with the state. The major goal of the Juvenile Justice Act 2015 

IS to proVide children in contlict with rehabilitation and rcintegration. Section 39 of the Juvenile 

JUStiee (Care and Protection of Children) Act 2015 describes the system of rehabilitation and 

reintegration centered around individual strategies, restoration, supervision, and advertising. 

Sponsorship, which typically occurs in Observation Homes, Special Homes, Foster Care, and Section 

5 describes the 'services' that can be provided' for rehabilitation and reintegration in institutions. 

oWever. the Act does define the proçedure and services for rehabilitation andereintegration, but it 

Tals short of mediating the process, Even the Model Rule does not provide a comprehensive or ciear 

explanation of how to make the rehabilitation and rehabilitation process efficient. Given the 

absences in scientific structure, lack ofclarity in law. and the bare minimum implementation towards 

Rehabilitation and Reintegration, all kev informants find it difficult to apply the same in various 

Cnild care institutions, resulting in inefficiency and implementation. As a result, in response to the 

arorementioned issue, the curent study examines the impact of rehabilitation and reintegration on 

Children in conflict with the law in the state of Delhi. as well as the initiatives undertaken by the 

Judiciary to facilitate the procedures for rehabilitation and reintegration for children in contlict with 

the law. 

Key Word- Rehabilitation, Reintegration, Children in Conflict, Juvenile Justice Act 2015. 

Implementation 

Introduction 
Every child is unique in some way and has the inherent capacity to grow up as an individual and 

contribute to the growth of the country and society in his or her own way. India's Constitution, as 

amended The Directive Principles of State Policy lays forth some essentnal principles ot the country's 

administration and also puts an obligation on the state to make the Preambular dictum a reality, while 

also giving specific prioritised priority to the welfare of children. The principal role of the state is to 

fulfil its international treaty responsibilities. 

In contrast to the geriatric challenges that other nations confront, many beneficial initiatives are 

being done on a regular basis to provide a healthy environment for children, who do and will 

continue to comprise a large portion of the ndian population in the coming years. Certain 

legisiations in the sphere of Children in Conflict with the Law and Children in Need of Protection are 
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TRICE FIXING CARTEL AND ROLE OF CCI TO PREVENT ANTI-COMPETITIVE PRACTICE: 

AN ANALYSIS 

ABSTRACT 

Rajwant Rao' and Dr. Sandhya Kumari 
Research Scholar' (Ph.D) and Professor, School of Law, Galgotias University, Greater Noida 

ne key elements that afects a product's consumability in a competitive market is price. Both consumers 
h ihe industry benefiu from a symbiotic reiationship in an ideal competitive society. However, it has been held lhat in a perfect scenario. 
ice industries are driven by proft, which may be attained through increased sales, businesses strive to 
Scceed in heir specialised fields in order to ofer high-quality goods at reasonable rates in a competitive market caused by the abundance of similar products. 

ISSN 2394- 7780 

However, it has been discovered that industries use wrfair trade tactics to increase their profts. 

in order to control these unfair business activities, the indian Parliament created the Competition Act in 2002. 
his law's main goals are to encourage fair competition in the market and to punish businesspeople who engage 
n anti-competitive trade activiies. The creation of cartels is one such tactic. A cartel is considered to be 
Created when wo or more businessmen get into a formal or informal agreement to further their own interests 
and obstruct fair competition in the market. Cartels can stifle free competition by setting prices for goods and 
Serices or by influencing non-price elements like manufacturing. n order to maintain market competition and 
provide customers with as nany options as possible at lower prices, the present article focuses on the 
examination of price carnels and the role that comperition law plays in regulating these cartels. 
Keywords: Cartels, India, U.S.A, C.C.I, D.O.J, 

INTRODUCTION 
The cost of various things on the market is a crucial component of public policy. Our legislators have a 
responsibility to advance fair competition and safeguard consumers' interests in the marketplace. In addition to 
allowing fair entry into the market, competition law also assures healthy market competition so that the interests 
of consumers are well-served. "Cartelization" is one of the numerous restraints or unfair trade practises that the 
law names as impeding competition in an economy. It is a tool employed by businessmen to control the market 
to their advantage. 

states: 

Under this scenario, the industrialists engaged in similar types of products or services typically form a group, 
either formally or infomalty, and agree to cither set a fixed price for the products or to control the production of 
specific products. They may also agree to divide the market, either geographicaly or by product, among 
themselves in order to maintain control over the market and prevent new competitors from entering it. These 
agreements are made in order to give a select few industries a monopoly. A cartel can typically form at any step 
of production, including the manufacturer, distributor, wholesaler, and retailer. These agreements are also 
known as anti-competitive agreements because they limit market competition. The Competition Act of 2002 

"Cartel is defined includes an association of producers, sellers, distributors, traders or service prokders)who. 
by agreement amongst themselves, limit, control or attempt to control the production, distribution sg� or price 
of, or, trade in goods or provision of services 
The Supreme Court has defined the word cartel saying that: 

Carteis' Origins: 

Principal 
"cartel, therefore is an association of producers who by agreement among theNEMDA3?D Sge of Law 
production, sale and price of the product to obtain a monopoly in any particular itausiySnn R 
be any combiation the object af which is to limit or control trade or production, distribution, sale or pricebf 
the goods or services." 

Any econony must contend with cartel formation, which is not a new issue. The "Arthashastra" of Kiilsa 
contains the earliest indications of cartels. In his book, he advocated for stiff penalties to be imposed on 
agreements in order to prevent their formation. Distinct nations have different antitrust laws, but "Cartelization 
is one concept that all anitrust laws have in common. Monopoly is the antidote to healthy competition, and 
creating cartels is one strategy that is seen to be harmful to it. Eight decades after the United States approved the 

Golege 
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moxdcrn antitrust law. the indian Parliament passcd its own antitrust law for the first tirne tfer 
acpendence in 1969, known as the Monopolistic Restrictive Trade Practices (MRTP) Act. Horsever, Gue to 

cencing Raj. which severely constrained and regulated Indian econamy. these efforts did nt yieid any 
u results until 1991. India's economy first experienced economic liberalisation in 1991. Folkosing the 

pienentation of the New Fconomic Policy, a number of market restrictions were ifted, incBuding thne 
relating to product price, production, and diversification restrictions. It might be ciaimed that after 191. ur 
LorTerly closed economy became accessible to the rest of the globe. Aditionally , the licence regulaticns sere relaxed. 
many new businesses entered the market at this time, and the econg3y began to trarsítion frors 2 sOcialis tD 2 
pilalist structure. MRTP commission uicd on seven cartel instances between 1991 and 191%, 2ccordng 
ata. However, due to a lack of funding for thorough investigations. the commissian was forced to reject the 
hjorty ol ihe complaints. As a result, the MRTP Act utterly fails to expose and purish India's carleis. The 
Lompetition Act of 2002 was passed as a result of the MRTP Ac's failure to exert controi. The ct creates the 
Lompetition Commission of India (CCI), which is given more authority and better resources to look into znd 
prosecute cartels. 

Different kinds of cartels: 

ISSN 2394-770 

According to research by Cuts International, there are four different types of cartels: 
a) Price-fixing cartels: These are groups of industrialists who have agrecd to control the price of a product. 
Market sharing 
(b) Cartels: These are the cartels in which the existing industrialists divide the geographical or product market in 

order to lessen competition. 
c) Cartcls that regulate the outputs: These are cartels in which merchants restrict the production of cormmodities 
to artificially deplete the market and maximise profits by limiting the flow of goods or services. 

d) Bid rigging: "Bid-rigging" is defined as an agreement among parties engaged in the trade of connparable 
products or services where they band together to exclude a rival bidder or attempt to manipulate the bid. 
Price Cartel: 
Increasing market competition is one of the main goals of competition legislation. It made colluding among 
rivals to manipulate the price of products or services illegal. Due to the fact that this hinders healthy conpetition 
and limits the options available to end consumers. Price When rivals get togesher and agree on a price for goods 
or services, a cartel is forned. Typically, they come to an unofficial accord and fix things together. Due to 
collusion among the rivals, this agreement essentially decreases the level of market competition. The following 
are the basic characteristics of price cartels: 

It is an association of independent cnterprises, it is a horizontal trade disruptive element developed between 
competitors in the same industry, and it causes the industries to control prices as a result of lessening 
competiion through these agreements. 

d) The consumers are impacted since the price of the goods is unfag_ed to increase profit. 
e) When there is an inelastic demand for the items, cartel form1nis _Imip Principal Thakur Ramnarayan College of La 

.Raáth bshsáua 40062 
How does market cartelization impact consumers? 
Cartel is a disruptive and extremely risky trade practise. Igonstraine�homy. 
formation increases. as oligopoly predorninates in the closbd m�rket Cael formation lessens pro�ucer 
competition, which has a long-term impact on the overall health oshc camy. In nations where cartels hotd a 
dominant position, consumer welfare suffers significantly as well. In accordance with OECID reports, canels 
that are successful will actually drive up the cost of items on the market and prevent consumers from purchasing 
them at a price that is competitive. In the end, the consumer has two options: either refuse to pay and avoid 
purchasing the product altogether, or give the cartel operator his hard-earned cash. Second. the cartel protects its 
members from the effects of the market, which has increased prices and reduced spending on innovation. The 
demand-supply equation does not hold true in a cartel-dorminated market. According to competition aw 
specialist Bruce Wardhaugh, cartels "may extract a bigger social cost than even monopolies." He does so in the 
following way: 

"given that innovation would require the expenditure of research and development costs fwhich would be 
unnecessary due to a cartel-wide agreed 'stand-still' on innovation), such investment would not be undernaken. 
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it ke and doerease together without communication. Each and every affcctcd rancher will pay more u u ) 

eaem rexults in a decline in the availability of whcat. An increase in consumer demand can also result in 
COHtiually high prices for a limited-supply good. 
Price hxing Concerns both costs and various terms that affect costs to customers, such as shipping fees, 
gUarantees, markdown initiatives, or financing rates. 

ee cartel regulation under THE MONOPOLIES AND RESTRICTIVE TRADE PRACTICES ACT 
(MRTP) of 1969: 

ISSN 2394-7780 

The MRTP Act is legaliy the first law in India that tries to prevent the exploitation of monopolistic corporale 
Practises. Prior to this, an illegal agreement was addressed by the Indian Contract Act of 1872. Sec. 27 of the 
COntract Act states that "subject to the specific cxception provided therein, every agrecment by which any 
PCTSon iS restrained from cxercising a lawful profession, trade, or busincss of any kind, is to that extent vo1d. 
DeC, 23 of the Contract Act states that "the consideration or obiect of an agreement is unlawful if the court 
regards it to be contrary to public policy and is void." 
he necd for competition law was really mandated by the Indian constitution. The Directive Principle of State 
Folicy, which places an unique obligation on the future government to further the welfare of the people, 1s 

1ound in Part IV of the Indian Constitution. The primary goals and objectives of our first competition law are 
thus: 

"to encourage fair play and fair deal in the market besides promoting healthy competition. They seek to afford 
protection and support consuming public by reducing Monopolistic, Restrictive and Unfair Trade Practices 
from the market. 

Prior to l991, the MRTP Act was a crucial piece of legislation that guaranteed Indian industries' independence 
while also advancing social justice. However, since the introduction of New Economic Policies in 1991, the 
emphasis of our economy has shifted from policing monopolies to encouraging competition. The MRTP Act is 
rendered ineffective by this change in the object. 

The MRTP Act does not include a specific definition of cartels with regard to its requirements. The Act 
impliedly applied to cartels. The Act's ambiguity on the mater makes it difficult to prevent the creation of 
cartels. 

MRTP Commission, in contrast to CCI, lacked extraterritorial jurisdiction. 

Therefore, it could not apply to global cartels. The MRTP Commission was a more reforming organisation. 
Even though it could conduct investigations on its own, awards "can only be given on an application by the 
cenural government, slate government, or a party suffering the loss or damage once the type and extent of loss or 
damage have been determined through an inquiry." 
MRTP was therefore unable to stem the threat of cartels. International cartels were also a worry, particularly 
after 1991 when our economy became more globalised, but the Act lacked extraterritorial authority. 
Provision under Competition Act 2002 to regulate price cartel: 
For the first time, the term "global cartels" was specifically defined in the Competition Act because it recognises 
the shortcomings of the MRTP Act, 1969. 

The Competition Act of 2002 was created with the following as its primary goal: 
"An Act to provide, keeping in view of the economic development of the country, for the estPmcival 
Comnission to prevent practices having adverse effect on competition, to promote ThàkuRnnAVA/`PCSMege of i aw 
markets, to protect the interests of consumers and to ensure freedom of trade carried SNhROtOM0S0LNA �Ftba-40006R 
markets, in India, and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto. 

Under the Competiion Act, cartels are viewed as anti-competitive practises. The board can issue a ruling 
against a forcign entity if it engages in any activity that has an appreciable adverse effect on competition 
(ÀAEC) in India, in addition to acting in cases of domestic cartels. The Act establishes the Director General 
(DG), COMPAT, and CCI as the three main enforcement agencies. CCI and its investigative wing, DG, have 
the authority to conduct investigations. The CCI may initiate an investigation into a cartel either suo moto, 
based on information or knowledge already in its possession, or upon receiving information or a raferratrom 
the government or a statutory entity. According to the Act, the Commission shall direct the DaRla 
investigation if it appears to the Commission that there is a prima facie case of an anti-compiye agreetno 
(cartels being one of them). The DG must do the tasks outlined in Chapter V of the Act whilé looki n th¿ 
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Provisn 9der Cnpetition At 212 to reggsiute price cartel: 
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mo by curtel, the mnmissin 

td ase uCeT tfe Act tirsvided very stringet rovis when cannarei i9 penalties prrvidet 3W ti atj <4nnte agseemet Appeal fro ( wtd lie in COMPAT 
15 MvTP A, 19S% netleis ste Bted in te ('uuotitism Act. ich wakes t the first time that ihe C F C1iiy deftf piihal cartele. The Conpeitign At of 2002 a%, cseated with the following statcd as its 

tsUrTs, aid tn ensure fresen f trade carried on by other artciran% jp arkets, in Sndia, ani for riattetS Ctirineted therevwsth 

CCI deisions un price cartel cases: 

110GT t}e (onti At, carel are vicwed 4 atti ompcitivs pratices. The hoard can i55ue a ruin8 As a foeign ctity if it engaye% sf any ctivity that has an appteciahle adverSe ellect of) (Hpej (AAC in India, uleliton t asting itt caes of dnrestic cartets The Act estahlishes the Dirextos General 
Di), (OMPAT, and ('CI as the three tnain enforcement ayencies, ('CI and its investigative WINg. DI, ave tme authTity to nduct ivestigatn%, The CC Bay initiate an inyestigtisn intu) a cartel either o) St5 S itiative, in reliace n knpwlcdge or infornation aiready in íts puswession, or in respone to intrrauon TGCCivel # upon receiving a rcferal from the ggvernment or a statutory authoity. Acording to the At, Iie CM16) hall diset the G ty conduct a investigatiot if it aprears tu the Curnimion that there s 2 pritra 14'1e Ca of a anti cmpetitive areement (carteis hcing one of thern). The DG must do the tzsks ot!:ned in Chapter V of the Act white looking into the ce, "The commission mUst reveive the investigaton's repont followisg completin. Basd on this findings, if the ummission deternines that a cartel has been formed, afi y'inc who is a part of it whether directly or implicitly will fae evere punishrnent. Section 27provio 's reads as follows: "Provided that, in the event that any ayreement referred to in Section 3 has been enterçd into Bsy a cartel, the Cnmiasion may inpose upon each producer, seller, distributur, trader, or servics prvider included in such eartel, a penalty of up to three times such producers profit for each year of the continuance of sch agrecment (T Cn perccnt of such producers turnover for cach year of the continuance of such agyeement, When oipared to the penalties estahlished for other anti-competitive agreemKnts, the Act provided a fairly strict provisin against cartels, CCI% appcal would he heard under COMPAT. 

Many experts helieve that preventing cartel acti vity.is the nost important function of an opposition office. They believe that since cartels harin customers the most, finding and proving these claims should be one of the main prioritic% Sor competition authorities. As cartcis are envisioned and carricd out in sccrecy, arresting them may be the rrost difficult task given to rival governets. Adrminístrators of carnels cfrain from actively collaborating with conpetition authorities during investígatiorns since thcy are aware that their behavior is íllegal. As a result, obtaining evsdence to show the existene of cartel understandings involves specialized investigative toolandn akills. The folowiIg list illustrates the various types of evidence that can be used w identify cartels 

The MRTP Commission, created by the MRTP Act of 1969, has been succeeded by CCI To mpPrincinal unfair practises have been ued in the market, this commission has been given greatehtirstaaGsiege of Law Accordng tÍ the Supremc Courn, the CCI was authoriscd to ake notice of agrcemyy. Rs bEarkaySnbai-400068 20%0. Awrding t) Ceslain murCes, CCI did exraordinary work ín addressing the cartel issue. Accordíng to data fros the (CCl up until 2018, 63% of all cases that were looked into involved cartelization. The commission has asseswd fines in fi ve cartel proceedings since April 1, 2019, 
Several Current instances: Cas of ACC Cement: Since it began operating in 2008, the (Competition Cormmission of India has fincd 1} significant ceneN makers a tolal of Rs 6,3(07 crore for cartelization, which is the largest penalty the agency has ever levicd. 
Modi Akali and Chemicals Iiited versus G: There has been a criticisrn that soe of the biggesorpesse in northern India have handed together to incrcase the cost of their goods. in 1992, the cOst of chlgfiec qasägd 
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Internet and Data Privacy - Need of the Hour: Analysis and 
Implication of Transborder Governance and the Indian Initiative 

Dr. Manvendra Singh* & Shovonita Acharjee** 

ABSTRÁCT 

The rapid development of science and technoiogy has reosiutionized the cyber space and taking the lead into the rapid grouth of Internet. Today, Intenet is nof only a meISS o communications and information flow but is also a medium of conducting tustness. The 
huge penetration of technology in 21" century in almost all tsalks of society right from corporate governance and state administraticn, up to the lowest leei of reiailers computerizing their billing system, we find computers and other electronic derices perrading the human life. Like every other technology, computers and various electronic gizmo has percaied as a part of human life, however it do have certain adoantages and problems such 25 cybercrimes, breach of online contracts, issues of jurisdiction due to its anonymity, isses of pornography due to varied standards in different countries etc. One sf the most pertinent issEs of Las in combating cybercrime is that of jurisdictional uncertainty. Due to the decentral1Zed nature of internet, parties residing in different jurisdictions are in contaci rith each other ani wich cOurt will acquire the authority to try the case is alwys a ques tior to be determined. n the light of this issue, the present paper attempts to look in to the comcepts of urisáction, the basic principles for determining the jurisdiction, tne drastic change the internet has brought in the conventional concept of jurisdiction, the probiematc issues of anonymity and the appropriate remedies. Further, the paper discus5es the internatiomal conoentuons om cvbercrimes and acute need for a universal legal regime to tackie jurisdiciional issues in cvbercrimes effectively. The paper also explores hos the traditonal principies of jurisdiction 2re being adapted to jurisdiction of cyberspace-origin cases. Jurisdictin in cyber space requires cle2r 
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principles rooted in international law. The traditional approach to jurisdiction solicits a 
court in order to inquire whcther it has the territorial, pecuniary, or subject matter jursaictho 
to entertain the case brouglht before it. With the intermet, the question of 'territorial' jurisdicton 
gers complicated largely because of the fact that the internet is borderless. Hence, while there 
are no borders between one region and the other within a country there are no bordersS eoen 
between countries and Cooperation by countries is the basis for any of the current metn0as 
of tackling jurisdiction. 
Aeywords: Cyberspace, Jurisdiction, Trans-border Access, Internet, International Law, 
Cybercrimes. 
INTRODUCTION 

147 

Access to trans-border data for the state's law-and-order-related functions ís an 
integral piece of the law enforcement puzzle. State agencies' ability to access data 
for such purposes is, however, shaped not only by domestic laws and practices but 
also by the laws of other countries and the state's international commitments. In 
the case of India, the use of international cooperation mechanisms to balance efficient 
data access with protections for citizens' privacy remains a relatively underexplored 
facet of its digital strategy. With its growing digital market, economic relevance for 
large global businesses, and strategic relationships with countrics like the United 
States and those in the European Union (EU), India is well placed to not merely 
participate in but rather to lead the discussions on international data agreements 
on behalf of the developing world. India houses the second largest population in 
the world at approximately 1.35 billion individuals. In such a diverse and dense 
context, law enforcement could be a challenging job. Networked technologies have 
changed the nature of crime and will continue to do so.! 
In addition, the Information technology is playing a pivotal role in almost all fields 
of life like education, politics, society, business, science and technology etc. It has 
its own advantages as well as disadvantages. The substantive source of cyber law 
in India is the Information Technology Act, 2000 which came into force on 17 October 
2000. The main object of the Act is to provide legal recognition to e- commerce and 
to facilitate storage of electronic records with the Government. The IT Act also 
penalizes various cybercrimes and provides strict punishments. There is certain 
provision under this Act which gives the idea of jurisdiction for the trial of cases 
related to cyber-crimes in India as well as outside India.In domestic laws of civi! 
procedure in each nation's legal system there are certain rules on Jurisdiction. The 
Personal Jurisdiction, Choice of law and the recognition and enforcement of judgments 
are the areas of conflict under the international law applicable to the cyber world. 
Internet connectivity globally and network-based commerce and communications 
cut across territorial boundaries, thereby creating a new area of human activity and 
undermining the feasibility and legitimacy of appiying laws based on geographic 
1 Hickok Elonnai and Kharbanda Vipul. An Analysis of the CLOUD Act and Imnplications 

for India. https:// cis india.org/internet-governance/files/ analysis-of-cioud-act-and 
implications-for-india 
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INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION: AN ANTIPODE TO STATE POWER OR A NEED IN THE GLOBALIZED WORLD? 

ABSTRACT 

Rajwant Rao', Prashant Kumar',V Jayshree and Himanshu Shukla 'Research Scholar. School of Law, Galgotias University. Greater Noida. U.P. & Assistant Professor, TRCL, Munmbai 

INTRODUCTION 

Research Scholar & ASsistant Profcssor. School of Law, MATS University. Raipur 'Research Scholar, Guiaral Nalional Law University. Gandhinagar 'Assistant Professor, School of Law, GD Goenka University, Gurugram, Haryana 

M Rs ariicie researcher has eramned whether internationgl arbitration can pose a threat to state smereignly. Arhiralton sa orm of allernatnes dispute rcsolution where its rictence it embeace either with law or without law.Therefore. il is clear Inal tt pre-basiC in every arbitration process is the inyovement of at legst vn porties without resort to regular process litigalion wnder u Sel up la rather imvokes the adudication of impartial third parties. and apparently it is a method of dispute resolutton ouisie he court of l: Furiher needs of international arbitration in globalie worid set its roots due lo the asserlion of the schemes Jurisaiction where mam a time national court base their irisdiction on different principles of law or d1fereni sorces thai are quie conjlicis, and the concept of international arbitration portrait the idea that there is an involvement of diteren partes jrom different countries who are govern by totaly different legol mechanism. Now, speaking about the antipode to state sovereignty then we con undoubledhy soy thot a staie holds a vested interest in ils stale because ii erercses supreme control over it. This confer one point that -as the stote is supreme over its lerritory than the Staie is the suprene legisiator in its lerritory than it will be no wrong to say thata State is its own legislator. And here the problem lies. 
Keywords-Arbitration, state, sovereignty, court, litigation elc. 

Vol. 7 No, Janussy. 202) 

general parlance the term arbitration is a process to resotve a dispute which have a binding force between the parties involves 
be it in national and international level depend on the compulsion of circumstances. Arbitration is a forrm of aiternatives dispuse 

resolution where its existence is embrace either with law or without law. For instance. even in the ahsen ef leggl mechansm 
merchant cannot be forbid from resorting arbitration in order to enforce their bargaining conract There fore, it is vivid that the 
pre-requisite in every arbitration process is the invoBvement of at least two parties without resort to regular process litigation under 
a set up law rather invokes the adjudication of impartial third parties, and apparently it is a method of dispute resolution outside 
the court of law. AIso Arbitration can be either mandatory or voluntary. here the words mandatory denotes the existence of prior 
contract may be either binding or non-binding voluntarily entered agreed io arbitration for the purpose of any future contingent 
dispuie that wil! or is likely to occur without necessarily knoing the specilic nature, and the nature of non-binding arbitration is 
similar to mediation decision where the decision are more like a suggestion to the parties and on the conrary which cannot be 

impose to the parties concern. In the primitive period arbitration was niore or like a method to resolve a domestic petty dispuse. 
however globalization has great impact even in this mehod of dispute resolution and now it is ofen used as a mechanis1n to 
resolve a dispute in the contex1of commercial particularly in international comniercial iransaction. Every arbiration requres 
consent of the concern paries and it is important to note that national legal sysiem supervissd arbitralion th relates to 
international commercial and is called the "Seat ofarbitration"! 

It is never ending question as to how arbitration process is address by the court separate from the nature of the process tself chough 
the two have been understood by the best of mind as blended. mingle and joined When the assert duty to arbira: is gnres in 
one side, judicial intervention is invoking in order to compel the continuation of arbitration or to enforce awards against! ihe loser 
assets by virtue of arbitration. And it is in this instances that another question arise as a concern of the agred çarties in eises lo 
arbitrate the dispute tha. whether the proceeding is as expected or thus it neets the end'. A way is pave by arbitrat1on agreeme 

' Robert Hunter 'NATIONAL ARBITRATION AND INVESTMENT LAW. avaiable a 
htp: wwW rhrbiuration.com arbiration-and-investment-law/what-is-intemationai-arbirat:on (Silcd on 17 93.0 
Wesiey A Swges. "ARBITRATION -WHAT IS IT" Yae Law Schot (i* January. 1960) 4131labie a 
htp:idigtaicommans. law.yale.edu cgi viewcontent.cgi?aricle=4305&context-ss papers teccessed on 1 Mar.t 
Aian Scot Rau 'ARBITRAL JURISDICTION AND THE DIMENSIONS OF CONSE NT Copyrights a Kalahari Joumais 

Iriernational Jourzal of Mechanica! Engince 
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nydrochioric acid rose by 277% and 200%, respectively, during the course of six and four months. As a result. 
he pates came to an agrcement to fcign a scarcity in order to raise the price of thcir goods. Since the cOst of 
power and sodium chloride as raw materials remained essentially unchanged, this would be a made-up crisis 
intended to manipulate the market and drive up the cost of their goods. 
riasnight Case The court, in this case. hcld that there was no violation of Section 3 of the act even when the 

ormation had becn exchanged between the competitors. The commission in this case noted that as therc is no 
ikalion oB prices in their agreement, thus, the presumption of appreciable adverse effect on competition 
(AAEC) did not apply". Rajasthan Cylinders case: The Supreme Court in this case held that "despite the 
tdentical fixation of prices by the bidders and a trade association meeting, the court found out that there was no 
involvcment of any collusive bidding. The parallel pricing fixation is the nature of the market and not the 
collusion" Madhya Pradesh Chemists and Distributors Federation V. Madhya Pradesh Chemists and drug 
assoctation : The court, in this case, held that any agree ment which causes an adverse effect on competition 
but is not actually covered under section 3 of the Competition Act. 2002 However, in such concerning cases, 
ne onus to prove the guilty side of the cartel is on Commission". Jeetender Gupta V. Competition Commission 
of India: In this case. the Appellate tribunal stated that "the legal machinery under the Competition Commission 

Act, 2020 cannot certainly be moved by a person who actually has no interest in whatsoever the subjcct matter 
of the information is." 

In the matter of Rajasthan Cylinders, the Supreme Court reached the conclusion that there was no involvement 
of any collusive bidding, despite the fact that the bidders had fixed their pricing identically and that there had 
been a mecing of a trade group. The parallel pricing fixing is not the result of cooperation but rather the 
inherent nature of the market. 

Chemists and Distributors Federation of Madhya Pradesh vs. Madhya Pradesh Chemísts and Drug Association: 
Regarding this particular instance, the court came to the conclusion that "any arrangement which crcates a 
detimental effect on competition but is not genuinely included under section 3 of the Competition Act, 2002." 
In spite of this, the burden of proving which side of the cartel was responsible lies with the Commission in 
situaions of such concern. 

The Competition Commission of India v. Jeetender Gupta: In this paricular instance, the Appellate tribunal 
made the following statement: "the legal machinery under the Competition Commission Act, 2020 cannot 
absoButely be moved by a person who truly has no interest in whatever the subject matter of the information is." 
CONCLUSION: 
Price cartels are an extremely risky business phenomenon. The wellbeing of the populace is put at risk wihen 
cartels are formed, although this is difficult to identify. The Competition Act of 2002 contains strict regulations 
that will prevent cartel formation. Data from the last ten years indicate that businesses are still participating in 
cartel formation. But at the same time, CCIs strict actions give us hope that the law will prevent the creation of 
this anti-competitive pact. enabling the market to operate freely. 

Additional!ly. this would guarantee the buyer greater options and a better price, attaining the goal of citizen 
welfare set down in Part IV of the Indian Constitution. 
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Evaluate modes, variables and government initiatives 
for participation of women in Indian politics 

Urmiladevi Chauhan, Dr. Madhu Gupta and Dr. Pratima Pareek 

Abstract 
Women participation of poltics has constantly bcen a problem concerning modern day poltical 
professionals. Traditionally, they played second fiddle to the male counterparts of thcirs for no faults of 
iheirs. Gender issues based on social and gender cquity are actually crOS-national and interdiscipli1nary 
in naturc. lndia that is providcd in thc world's largest denocratic nation, in which participation of 
politics of females & males is actually a good atempt. There's considerable study on political 
cmpowerment as well as participation of females in politics. In order to secure female's rnghtful place in 
society as well as in order to allow them to deternmine the own destiny of theirs and for the progress of 
sustainable and genuine democracy, female's participation in politics is actually essential. In this paper 
we try to discuss modes, variable as well as government initiatives of political participation for women 
in India. 

Keywords: Government, political, participation, variables 

Introduction 

Women in Indian politics: An overview 
It is quite hard for a female to make up the mind of her to get into politics. As soon as she 
will make up the personal mind of her, next she's to prepare the husband, kids, and the 

family of her. As soon as she overçome al! these obstacles and also applies for the ticket, 
then the male aspirants against whom she's putting on cosmetics all kinds of stories about 
her. And after all this, when the name of her goes to the party bosses, they don't choose her 
title since they fear losing that scat !! 
The above-mentioned quote of Sushma Swaraj (Union External Affairs Minister) offers a 
glimpse of truth that just how females have to face a lot of issues as well as criticisms while 
putting in the politics. India, being probably the largest democratic state on the planet has 
really low representation of females in politics. Lesser females are observed in holding 
decision as well positions key making roles in the political area. The marginalization of 

Indian females in politics is as old as the Indian society. Thc great representation of theirs in 
political sphere is actually among the primary factors for the exclusion of the interests of 
females in governance as well as growth paradigms. They've been held besides political 
discourse after the youth of theirs. 
Men as well as females have often likewise shared the dedication of theirs towards the 
improvement of the ation. They've worked shoulder to shoulder with the male counterparts 
of theirs in pre independent also as post impartial India. Contribution of Rani Laxmi Bai, 
Durga Bai Deshmukh, Savitribai Phule, Sarojin1 Naidu, Annic Besant, Madam Bhikaji 
Cama, Begum Hazrat Mahal, Aruna Asaf Ali, Kasturba Gandhi, Kamala Nehru, Vijaylaxmi 
Pandit, Sucheta Kriplani. Padmaja Naidu, Kalpana Dutta, Raj Kumari Amrit Kau, Sarta 
Bhen, Meera Behn, Mira Alphonse, Margaret Nobel, Sister Nivedita, Kamaladevi 
Chattopadhyay, ctc. in the Indian independence struggle is extremely noticcable. Though the 
job of theirs was constantly kept unnoticed. 
According to a report of the Inter-Parliamentary Union (PU, 2020), India ranks 143th 
globally lerms of representation of women in Parliament. India is a large country in South 
Asia. Let us look at our South Asian ncighbors country, India (12.39 percent) is far behind 
Pakislan (19.70 percent) in terms of represcntation of women in Parliament. 
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Evaluating present condition of barriers and tackling 
violence for women in politics 

Internaional Journal of Applied Research 

Urmiladevi Chauhan, Dr. Madhu Gupta and Dr. Pratima Pareek 
Abstract 

Wornen's political involvement regarded as an important aspect in all of types of development, however, gender equality pol1cies of Indha stay under scrutiny To make sure equal rights for femaies, legislation must be successfully enforced. It's cssential to confirm economnic independence as well as female's higher involvement in political areas. Collectively work have to produce female's participation by linking the elected representatives with growth officials. Findings from the study reveal that there's a lot of improvement of female's equality in the leadership role: however. you will find certain essential obstacles continue to exist for women to be productive in the political realm. 

Keywords: Violence. politics, leaders, women 

Introduction 
The participation of women as well as the involvement of theirs in electoral procedure is actually a crucial marker of the maturity of democracy in any nation. It may be described as freedom as well as equality with which females talk about political power with males. Regardlcss of diffcrcnt provisions of the constitution, femalcs the Indian subcontincnt keep on to be under represented in the legislatures, both at the national and the state levels. The number of female reps in legislative bodies in the Centre and in the majority of the states of India is actually under twenty %, reflecting a pan Indian gender excusion fromn electoral involvement as well as quality representation. Women are legally on equal terms with men, but their participation in active politics does not seem to be encouraging in practice. They are extremely marginal to represent both nationally and state wise in legislatures and in various decision-tnaking bodies. Even though data collection on this particular matter is actually in the infancy of its, the accessible research suggests in unambiguous terms that female political actors all over the world have encountered some violence, with implications for their willingness and ability to participate actively in the political process. 

Different types of barriers to political participation of women Regional differences regarding regime sort, political corruption and socio-economic marginalization separate, both nation-specific and comparative scientific studies reveal a set of common elements which prevent the participation of females in representational politics. Scholars have identified several problems which range from duties for kids and family; conventional gender division of labour; socialization processes; job of political parties: cultural and religious doctrines; and monetary barriers as obstacles to female's political involvement. Nevertheless, these barriers are actually overlapping as well as intertwined as well as differ throughout nations. 
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14. Analyzing the Effectiveness of 74M Constitutional 
Amendment in Empowering Women in Urban 

Governance 

Abstract 

Arita Saaya! 
Asst Prof, Thakur Ramnarsyan College of Lam. 

Urmiladevi Chashas 

Asstt Prof Thakur Ranaryan College of L. 

The 74* constitutional anendnn: brqug in te ver 1992 aia 
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In this paper an atenpt has been mae to stuiy the ipenetatioa d eectveness 
74 onstitutiorai amendneat in Mumba Merupolitegn i demoreizatioa of he poiia 
a the level of local self-govennent 
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l6. Developing Countries : A Breeding Ground for 
Mnc's to Exploit Human Rights 

Introduction 

Prof. Hassana Quadri 
Asstt. Prot., Thakur Ramnarayan College ot Law. 

Hunan nghts, a much talked about yet a less niorned and leamt subjct nev labBy tinis 
ih piace n our day to day lhte in numerous ways. Recognition and acknow ledyement of human 
Tgnts s paramount for a state to cticiently survive and deliver to its maximum potenital. Human 
nghts have a widespread umbrella and cannot be exhausted by detining it with just a lew 
connotations. These rights though present with every individual. must be explored and protected 
Irom time to time. The study of human rights cannot watert1ght but it neds deep and sensit1ve 
understanhung of rnghts staled or unstated. For the overall developne:at ot an undN Idual in a stute 
it's cssenual that these rnghts are sateguarded. 

Mulinational coporations or transnational coporations are coporate bodies with 
loreign Nubsid1uries that extend production and marketng operatons n seerai countries that 

Iave vometo he undely reogniscd as important international actors that can cxert polthcal and 
cCONOMic ntluence. These multinational coporations have direct npact on the human nghts of 

the subjeets issoCIated or disassociated with these cororations. There exist ditferent Factors that 
lead to this ettect on human rights invarubly. This paper shall fcus on these aspects vis-å-S 

their safeguard and violation. 

Developing countnes to say so are like a blank canv as to foster to the nterests of these 

CoIporations. developing countries act like humble hosts for these muitnationai vmrations to 

urip and burgeon at the cost ot exploiting the human nghts of the subjects in the host state 

Thouglh the outcornes of these coporat:ons are allur1ng, the etfect n the human nghts cansot he 
erocd The lery purpUse of Welomng these coptalan n the deepng natons c 

n cud::ble comr beneits hut ii by such poli ihe human nghts are beng empromtsed. 
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10. Constitutional Protection of Scheduled Castes and 
Scheduled Tribes in India 

Abstract 

Prof. Shahiza Irani 

Asst. Prof. of Law, Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law. 
Prof. Ankita Kapoor 

Asst. Prof. of Law, Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law. 

The Constitution of India provides safeguards to certain vulnerable groups that incBude 
women, children, scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. From time to time, the Government of 

India has enacted various legislations and policy measures for the uplifment and empowement 
of these vuinerable groups, particularly the scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. The most 
notable enactment in this regard is the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of 

Atrocities) Act, 1989 as amended, inchuding the prominent amendment made thereto in 2015. 

Even the Supreme Court of India has, through plethora of verdicts, highlighted the need to 

undertake efective legel, poicy and implementation measures for the empoweiment of the 
members belonging to scheduled castes and scheduled tribes. Despite these extant legal 
provisions and safeguards, there continues to remain certain chalenges that prevent the 
successful implementation of the legislations that aim to empower these groups. This paper 
makes an analysis of the constitutional provisions protecting the rights of the scheduled castes 
and scheduled tribes along with a eritical anaiysis of the Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled 

Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 1989, s amended. This paper also identifies the ioopholes 
that hinder the effective implementation of the legal provsions and safeguards provided for their 
betternent, due to which their conditions have not been completely inproved in the way t had 
been intended and envisioned at the time of the enactment of the laws. Cenain recommendations 

and suggestions have been put forward towards the end of the paper s0 as to secure 2 beter 

molementsion of the laws and policies tior the ermpowerment of these groups. 
Kevword: Constiution, Scheied Castes, Schednled Trbes, Rirhes, the Scheduled 

Castes and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities Act, 1989, Challecges, 

Empowenment. 
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\hstract 

Prof, Moonam Kharat 
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t 'iIh n 1tteient phuses, at different times. faces specutic kinds of violutions of 
tSle lw Stufe u beng a means to chee enttled natural law s. has to 
0ntong nd onuol nechan1ss to attaun contormi *ith soCial ordeT. 

ithlec l 

ll.nnent ouhh reuuires eftectie and conscience contribution. 
Igat vducaton s an ancient concept in India and have existed in the form of the study 

0t Dhanna nd \aa n ancrent Ind1a: as concept of leual representatives in medieval Inata 
iurng Mughal period and as legal professionals, Judges and Lawyers. in modem ndia. Due to 
cOUntry pluralistic nature. the complexitv of cultures leads to diverse requirements of the 

illerent serons With the tluctuatinu (enerally found to be ncreasing and disturbing) crime 

tlie tdentutication of methuds and nature of crime commited. is also changing. uhich 

IhN ihre the need tor traned legal protessionals comes in context 
He hoopens a cthool oor. closes a pison' 

With reference to the quote by Victor Marie Hugo. a French poet. nos clist, and dramatist 

of the Romantie mov ement. the role educators in the field of legal cducation and challenges 

fuccd by them considering the requirements of future legal protessionals. needs to be explored. 

Introduction 

analysed and further extended in symbiotic direction. 
Keywords: Legal Education. Indian Context, Character building. challenges. scientific 

lemper. qualitative educators. 

Snce the begnning of human civilization. different des1res have controlled as well as 

directed human actions. Change is pernanent; being the essential principle. society evolves 
through the state of stagnant existence to chaos, contlict for pouer. barbarianistm ete.. ultimately 
settling to the state of control. peace. revolution. progress and grOW th. In this process of 
developnent. the control initiated throuh codified or uncoditied set of rules and regulations 
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Anbiguity in the definition of (ONTROL: 
An analysis through Jet Etihad Deal 

Introduetion 

Rajwant Ran' 

1 

In the parallel norking of the ulti-regulator rule of India, eoord1nation 
h ngi the regulators Is indispensable to ensure certainty and transpareey 
ti law, to proide a certain degree of confort , reliab1lity and certainty 

i \estors and market platers in matters of outcome of transactions and 

(\ient of bability for their day-to-day business conduct. The necessity tor 
Cordination comes from the overlap in the governing legislations of such 
COntrollers and contrasting legislation in the eactments .To guarantee that 
such absence of coordination between various controllers does not bring aboOut 

sujerfluous and unnecessary delay, it is imperative to organize parallel regulatory 
approval process.Corporate legal advisors and venture financiers who are 

included in transnational or we. can say cross outskirt mergers and acquisitions 
(M&A) bargains say absence of consistency in the meaning of control in Indian 
regulations and markets make outside speculators terrified and somewhat 
watchful. It likewise hails issies around corporate governance practices at the 
board level, say intermediary counseling firms. 

With respect to M&A, there are varioussimilarities amongst the 
governing legislations of the SEBI and the CCI, i.e. the "SEBI Act, 1992 and 
the accompanying SEBI (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) 

Regulations, 2011 ("Takeover Code") on the one hand and the " Competition 
Act, 2002 (Act") and the accompanying Competition Commission of India 
(Procedure in regard to the transaction of business relating to combinations) 
Regulations, 2011 (as amended) ("Combination Regulations") on the other." 

Under these two legal administrations, there are corresponding triggers 
for the requirement to make an open offer, as well as the requirement to file 
a merger notification with the CCI! 

Difference in definition of EFFECTIVE CONTROL under CCI and SEBI 
and their analysis through the asé will be discussed in the project in context of 

Rajwant Rao, Assistant Professor, Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law, University of Munbai, Mumb 
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ntey hen Hindu NMarriaqe Act was passed in the year 1955, 
chilren of à void mamage were itleg1timate, irrespective of 
whether the marrage was declared null and vod or not and 
chhcen of vdabie marrage become tllegitimate when the 
martage s anruled by decree of nullhty, However, by virtue of the 
Marriage law Laws (Amendment) Act, 1976 the children of vord 
imarriage and annuled voidatbBe matr1age are legitimate children. 

The Parboment after realizng this injustice done to an illegitimate 
child for a folly of its parents thought of introduc ing Section 16 of 
the Hndu Marnage Act tispert1nent to note that the status of 
leg timacy IS Conferred on children of the void marriage only under 
section 11 of Hndu Marrniage Act it the marriage is void for the 
reason other than under section 1, children will be ileq1timate 

n case of vodabBe marriage, which is not annuled by decree of 
rulity, wouid be a valid marriage, thus the children would be 
legit1mate However, f the marriage is annulled at the instance of 
eher party to the marrage, nonetheless children born of such 
mariage wouid be ther leg1t1mate children by vrtue of section 16 
(2) of the Act for all the purposes includ1ng the succession of the 
property ot ther parents. Sub sectons (1) and (2) of section 16 
confer legtumacy to the ch:ldren even in case of a marriage void or 
VOLcabie. However, sub section (3) of the said section states that by 
vrtue of rely1ng on the status of legtimacy conferred on them by 
sub sectONs (1) and (2) such children cannot claim any right in or to 

the property of any person other than the parents. "The object of 
section 16i5 to conter a protective cover to the children and to save 
them trom the stugma of illeg1timay and also to gve them 
propretay rights in the property of their parents. 

Section 6 Sub-secton (b) of Hindu Minorty and Guardianship Act, 
1956 deaks with the guardianship of illegitimate children and 
provdes that the quardianship of an illeqitimate boy or an 
dlegitimate unmaried girl frst lies with the mother and in absence 
of mother, the tather Thus, father of llegitimate children has no 
reterential nght and is the natural guardan only after the mother. 

Earier the tlegtimate son of a Hindu belonqing to oneof the three 
hsgher classes by a dasi was entitled ornly to maintenance and not 
to any share of the inhentance, whereas, illegitimate son of a 
Shudra by the das was entitled to a share after his father's death in 

the separate property of his tather. Now section 20 of Hindu 
adOption and Maintenance Act, 1956 makes no difference 
between legitimate and ilegitimate so far as maintenance is 
concern and provIdes that a Hindu father or mother 0s bound to 
mantao his or her tllegitinate children during his or her life tme so 
long as the child is minor. in Kaila Mistryv Kanniammal, Madras 
Hligh Court held that a claim for maIntenance under this section can be rmade by an legitimate childof adulterous intercourse. 

Ahe purvose of section 16 is to provde SOCial protection 
hildren who are born to the parents whose marriage is 

Ainder secton 11 or voidabie under section 12 and hno 
decree of nullity at the instance of either party to 
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CHANGES UNDER MARRIAGE PHENOMENA AND 
CONCEPT OF DIVORCE: IN INDIAN PERSPECTIVE 

Principal, Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law. 

Marriage implies attachment and union, whereas divorce implies 
separation. Marrnage is necessarrily the basis of sOCial organisation 

and the foundation of important legal rights and obligations. The 
right to marry is also protected under international instruments. 
Article 9 of EU Charter of Fundamental Rights states, that right to 
marry and right to found a family is a fundamental right. The right 
to marry and the right to found a family shall be quaranteed in 
accordance with the national laws governing the exercise of these 
rights. "Men and women of full age, without any limitation due or 
race, nationality or religion have the right to marry and to found a 
family. They are entitled to equal rights as to marriage during 
marriage at its d1ssolution." Marriage is an inst1tution, based not 
only on sex satisfaction senvIces but starts on unbreakable ties of 
two familes and evolves the foundation of a new family out of 
those existing ties. The right to marry is an integral part of the right 
to ife under Article 21 of the Constitution of India, which says, 'No 
person shall be deprived of his life and personal liberty without due 
process establ1ished by law. This right has been recognized even 
under Article 16 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
1948. In Lata Singhv State of Uttar Pradesh, the Supreme Court 
opined that the right of marriage as a component of right to life 
under Article 21 of the Constitution of india. 

Hindu marriage resembles the features of both, sacrament and 
contract. It is a sacrament since there is emphasis on the 

performance of the customary rites and ceremonies includ1ng 
saptapad, wherever it is treated as an essential ceremony for the 
completion of the marriage. It is contract because Section 5 
Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 deals with the capacity of the spouses to 
Inter into an alliance of a marriage. Marriage is undoubtedty a 
SOcial institution in which the State is vitally interested. If, 
therefore, a State compels Hindus to become monogamists, it is a 
measure of social reform and the State is empowered to legislate 

with regard to sOcial reform under Article 25 (2) (b) of the 
Constitution notwithstanding the fact that it may interfere with 

the right of a citizen to profess, practice and propagate religion 

freely. 

Since marriage is no more indissoluble as it was in earlier days. All the personal laws now permit to dssolve the marriage. 
Therefore, it becomes necessary to dissolve the marriage with min1mum bitterness, distress and humihation to the parties. Further, 
keeping in mind the sanctity of the marriage and protecting the family interest by keeping intact, the divorce should not be made 
So iiberal that the on each and every trivial ground, the parties to the marr1age should not be allowed to take divorce. 

Under Muslim Law, a marriage is considered as a civil contract for 

the purpose of legaliz1ng sexual intercourse and procreation of 

children, since bride groom makes an offer of marriage; the bride 

may or may not accept the offer. The consideration is the dower. 

which the husband is required to pay to his wife, before, at the 

time or after the marriage. There are divergences of opinion with 

regard to the nature of Muslim Marriage. Some jurists are of the 

opinion that the Muslim marriage is purely a civil contract while 

others Consider the same as a religious sacrament. Another view is 

that that marriage is not purely a civil contract but a religious 

sacrament too. No religious ceremonies are required for 

solemnization of a Musim marriage. "Whatever religious 

ceremonies are appended to the CIvil ceremonies are rmerey to give 

it sanctity, their pertormance or non-performance does not affect 

it legality. 

Parsi marriage is also a contract, however, a religious ceremony 
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'Ashirwad' (means blessing) is compulsory for its vahdity. A priest 
solemnizes Parsi marriage in presence of two Parsi witnesses. 
Marriages among the Indian Jews are regarded as contracts. For 
the valid marriage of a Jew, written contract called 'Katuba' is 
necessary in addition to religious ceremonies. AChristian marriage 
in India is also regarded a contract, which is solemnized by a 
Minister of Reliqion, licensed under the indian Christian Marriage 

Actor by the Marriage Registrar. 

KEY WORDS: Marriage, 
Divorce, Dissolution 

Irrespective of the fact that in some communities marriage is 

considered as a sacrament, whereas in another contract, it 

confreres the status of hustband and wife upon the parties to the 
marriage. The children born out of such marriages get the status of 
a legitimate child. Hence, marriage is the foundation of 
establishing a family. Marriage is a sacred institution; it is the very 
foundation of a stable family and civilized society. There are, 
however, certain perquisites for a val1d marr1age. All personal laws 
lay down some or other conditions, which need to be complied 
with to inter into or solemnize a legal marriage."Institution of 
marriage is the foundation of peace and order of the society and 
considered as sacred even by those who view it asa civil contract." 

Under the general uncod1fied Hindu Law divorce was not 
recognized, it was rather unknown to the old textual Hindu law of 
marriage. The reason is very simple that the marriage was an 
indissoluble tie between husband and wife. Ved1c text as well as 

Smithies contains no advertence at ali to divorce. Manu declares 
"Let mutual fidelity (between husband and wife) continue til! 
death: this in brief may be understood to be the highest dharma of 
man and wife. Divorce was thus not recogn1zed unless it was 
allowed by custom. Section 13 therefore, introduces a vital and 
dynamic change in the marriage law of Hindus. Thus, Hindu 
marriage Act, 1955 has brought about drastic changes in the 
institution of marriage, destroying the sacramental aspects of 
marriage. 

Divorce is the legal cessation of a matrimonial bond, therefore, in 
India, ali the matrimonial lavws provide for divorce and lay down 
certain conditions. Though there are different Acts for different 
religions, nonetheless the conditions and ground of divorce are 
more or less similar, except under Muslim law it differs. Earlier 
marriage was considered as indissoluble union among Hindus and 
Christians and one even couid think of the divorce. However, due 
to fast changing sociO-eConomic conditions marriage is no more 
indissoluble, which is now an accepted fact, therefore, divorce law 
came in existence. "Not before a few decade back, d1vorce was 
abhorred as an evil, the grounds for divorce were very linited and it 
was sought only under compeling circurnstances. Things have, 
however, changed now." Therefore, a comprehensve law which 
is applicable to all Hindus was passed in the year 1995 in the form 
of Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, which was based on English 

Thakur Ramnarayan College of Law 

Matrimonial Causes Act, 1950. in English law, a valid marri 
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